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Organization / Project Name: Allowing Society to Re-Invent Itself: A Cybernetic Solution to
Bring Us Back
Your Website: http://None at this time.
Have you applied to The Fuller Challenge before?: No
Where did you first hear about the 2016 Fuller Challenge?: Other

If you selected 'Other' in the question above, please describe where you heard about the
2016 Fuller Challenge:
A post on Sarah Drew's Facebook Page on Feb. 7th, 2016, which said: "Hello all you creators
and innovators and genius inventors and designers, this one's for you! Thank you dear Sarah
Drew for sharing this and for your inspiration and David McConville for your amazing vision and
leadership here!". This was followed by the BFI graphic which said "Apply to the 2016 Fuller
Challenge", Deadline March 1, 2016. Upon seeing this post I immediately knew I must submit
the document I was already in the process of writing in order to bring my whole life into focus.

Question 1: What is your Solution or Strategy?: Provide a 50-word summary of your ini4a4ve
and its mission. How would you describe your work in one or two sentences?

My life’s work is to create a sufficient, sustainable, affordable, ecovillage infrastructure template,
using accessible tools, materials, simple processes, replicable anywhere, quickly. People in
need inhabit these self-organizing ecovillages, learning to have their physical, emotional,
intellectual, energetic, spiritual needs met; agreeing to live in harmony with nature, others, and
themselves.

Question 2: Context: Describe the cri4cal need(s) or speciﬁc systemic problem(s) your ini4a4ve seeks
to address on the local and/or global levels. Limit: 200 words.

Systemic breakdown affects all facets of the complex system of Gaia today. Around the world,
we see nations and the environment in extreme stages of collapse. Economic collapse and
poverty are on the rise all over the world. Natural disasters continually increase. Big agriculture

rapidly depletes arable land and produces genetically modified foods ridden with harmful
hormones, antibiotics, toxic fertilizers and pesticides making consumers ill and breaking human
DNA. Big pharma creates new psychiatric illnesses and pharmaceutical “cures” laden with
deadly side effects all disguised as “healthcare.” Medical records show dramatic increases in all
diseases. National media hypes stories of hatred, suicide, torture, suffering, anger and
frustration. Greed rules. Banks print money without oversight and corrupt governments wage
ongoing global wars. People are kept ignorant and powerless by educational systems and
hierarchical, corrupt social and governmental infrastructure. Anguish, alienation, segregation
and disconnection affect every facet of human life. People are becoming desperate, hopeless.
The result is large numbers of geographically displaced or mentally confused people who have
lost most or all of what they had and need a completely new life support system.
A total reset of the world is in order.
Society must find a way to re-invent itself.

Question 3: What?: Provide a detailed explana4on of your ini4a4ve. What is your solu4on, strategy,
or model? Limit: 100 words
The solution to humanity's most pressing problems require humanity's most sophisticated tools
and the power of the exponential function.
Utilizing Cybernetic modeling techniques, we identify where exponential functions happen in the
natural world and in society, and insert exponential, scalable solutions into the model. The
Internet is an exponential tool for communication and information dissemination. New, emerging
technologies enable us to build unlimited numbers of insulated dwellings, heat these dwellings,
heat water and cook food cleanly and efficiently, and to grow an abundance of food without
depleting the soil.
The new emerging technologies which allow us to use the power of the exponential in our
solution are aerated concrete, rocket stove combustion, microbiological agriculture, and a
holistic human technology seeing people as more than their physical chemical components.
These solutions are exponential because they are temporally and geographically scalable
worldwide for use in anyone's backyard, in the wilderness, or for disaster relief to provide
housing and community for hundreds of thousands of displaced people. This solution goes far
beyond the tent cities that are provided for refugee camps.
This initiative's solution is to develop easily replicable and scalable Do-It-Yourself ecovillages

which bring the human component of Gaia back into balance. Technologies that address issues
of shelter, heating, and food security do so inexpensively with simple tools and local materials.
Spiritual technologies to bring individuals back into balance with themselves and each other
include Taoist Alchemical and Buddhist meditations, yoga, and other practices that facilitate
understanding of the human system beyond the physical body to include the intellectual,
emotional, energetic, and spiritual aspects.
Cybernetics is an apex of science and technology that has birthed advanced robotics, artificial
intelligence, and learning systems. Taoist Alchemy is an apex of spiritual technology.

Question 4: Where?: Please share the primary opera4ng loca4on of your ini4a4ve as well as any
addi4onal loca4ons in which you work. Limit: 100 words
Presently, my property is the primary operating location, including land and indoor shop facilities
tooled up for metal and wood fabrication including welding equipment and plasma cutters.
Outside, there is an icosahedron biodome and garden as a demonstration site for
microbiological agriculture. The area has five rocket stoves, each a prototype for a different
functionality, including one rocket stove completely interfaced and controlled by a
microprocessor. There is also a sanctuary space for holistic human technology and an
expansive library. There is also a major construction company in Southern Oregon for
professional production of rocket stove, aircrete and growing technologies.

Question 5: How?: Outline your implementa4on plan. What are the biggest risk factors or poten4al
barriers facing your ini4a4ve and how do you plan to mi4gate them? Limit: 250 words

The new emerging technologies of rocket stove combustion, aircrete, and microbiological
agriculture have already made major impacts in the world, and their potential uses are
expanding.
Risks associated with rocket stove, aircrete, and microbiological agriculture development are:
- The technologies do not scale up as we predict.
- Difficulty designing and implementation of assembly for mass production.
- Additional testing, research time in design, materials, manufacturing.
- Time delays in setup implementation for mass production.
- Adequate funding to deal with risks above.

Considerably wide usage of these basic technologies help mitigate risks. One million small
rocket stoves have been distributed worldwide to developing countries. Institutional rocket
stoves, each cooking for 700 people daily, are widely distributed in refugee camps, hospitals,
schools throughout the world. Future rocket stoves include space heaters, water heaters,
microprocessor controlled stoves maintaining constant, programmable temperatures for
cooking, dehydrating, baking, distillation of alcohol for fuel, fractional distillation for isolating,
purifying specific organic compounds. I have built these prototypes and they are working. I have
researched insulative refractories for mass production of stoves, using local materials almost
anywhere in the world.
Aircrete is hailed by architects as an ideal building material in green sustainable building.
California approved aircrete (also called cellular concrete) for buildings, highway construction.
Current methods of producing aircrete are expensive and limited to batch processing. A recent
invention makes a continuous supply of aircrete inexpensively. I have purchased this equipment
and have begun making aircrete.
Microbiological agriculture is known and applied worldwide.

Question 6: History and Vision: What inspired your solu4on and how has it evolved? How does
your ini4a4ve address the key social, cultural, economic, ecological, and technological factors required to
transform “business as usual” in your chosen area of impact? What is your long-term vision, or the
preferred state towards which you are working? Limit: 200 words

My experiences with Cybernetics, Taoist Alchemy, many of the greatest academic and spiritual
teachers, and the Internet's rise as an exponential information delivery tool, all factored into the
evolution of this Cybernetic solution to humanity's most pressing problems.
Historically, problems resulted from understanding humans as just physical and we are in
transition to understanding humans as body, mind and spirit. In this Cybernetic Model, we use
Taoist Alchemy for an advanced five body representation: physical, intellectual, emotional,
energetic, spiritual. Simple practices harmonize and integrate these bodies within each person.
From the practices of looking inward our outlook toward the world becomes more holistic.
The Internet allows society to watch and manage itself in its own transformation. A system
observing itself is Second Order Cybernetics: Cybernetics of "observing" systems.
This Cybernetic solution chooses and studies the system of GAIA as the Cybernetic Model:

Earth, nature, humans, other life forms. This study identifies methods where society can look at
itself and begin a gradual but accelerating path to reaching optimal homeostasis: where all of
the components of the Model are in harmonious balance with each other and within themselves,
and, importantly, that the system self-organizes to maintain balance.
This is my vision.

Question 7: How is your strategy unique?: Compare and contrast your ini4a4ve with at least two
other current projects or groups working to address the same cri4cal need. Please list these projects or
groups by name. How is the work you are doing or the ini4a4ve you are proposing diﬀerent from other
ini4a4ves within the context of the Fuller Challenge criteria? Limit: 200 words

The cybernetic plan: a multifaceted approach offering solutions for all problems humanity faces.
By making simple and well-placed applications of existing technologies, we gradually yet
exponentially transform each component and relationships within Gaia.
Any group can use these technologies:
- Build sustainable ecovillages (of aircrete buildings) that truly meet the physical, emotional,
mental, spiritual, and energetic needs of the people in them.
- Build rocket stoves meeting heating and cooking needs.
- Germinate 10,000 vegetable starts in Biodome, using microbiological tea, growing nutritious
food.
- Training and environment for individuals to do simple practices: reduce stress, build energy,
communicate more effectively, care for themselves better everyday, thereby harmonizing
community.
Initiative's technologies address air pollution, deforestation, starvation, and soil depletion.
The Rocky Mountain Institute (RMI), dedicated to mankind's sustainability, focuses on profitable
innovations with market-based solutions. Established 1982, now: 150+ staff, $30 million annual
budget. RMI would keep the world the same but more efficient, people same, profit same.
Initiative changes the world, teaches people how to heal, communicate, cooperate.
Initiative has no offices around world, exists in Cyberspace, immediate access for anyone.
International Prout Institute, recognizing individual rights, nature, universal values, is a spiritual
organization. Not having science, technology, practicality.

Question 8: Impact: Who or what is impacted directly and indirectly by your ini4a4ve? How do you
measure outcomes? Explain in detail how you track, measure, and/or calculate impact, and include any
speciﬁc quan4ta4ve metrics.
Please provide numerical responses, such as: # of lives beneﬁted, # of jobs created, # of hectares
impacted, # of gallons of water saved, # of tons of CO2 sequestered, etc. Limit: 200 words
Over 7.4 billion people on earth will be positively impacted and humans will become happy.
Communities will come to harmony and the system of society will shift from a state of war to a
state of peace. Pollution and deforestation will stop. Nature will be respected, people will
collectively work together restoring the damage.
Viral communications can wake up everyone to understand the whole earth as a system,
society as a system, and the individual as a system.
When Charles Darwin came out with the theory of evolution based on “Survival of the fittest,”
the question people did not ask was, “Survival of the fittest what?” The world moved forward
with the assumption this meant competition between the component parts of the system, human
individuals, to compete and outperform each other. But what if that which must be fit to survive
did not mean the component parts, but rather the entire system of Gaia itself?
This Cybernetic Model boldly identifies the total system that is the object of our intentions, GAIA
itself, not any one of its component parts. To be the fittest system, the system’s components
must cooperate, and not compete!
We will observe people's happiness and cooperation worldwide!

Question 9: Budget: How has your ini4a4ve been funded to date and how do you plan to ensure its
ﬁnancial viability? Please include (if applicable): your top 5 funding sources; your annual project budget;
if diﬀerent, your total annual opera4ng budget; and a mul4-year budget projec4on. Limit: 200 words

Since 2008 this project has been funded with a $300,000 inheritance I received from my father,
which included the sale of his home. From 2004 to 2008 funding came from Pacific Tao, Inc.,
the California corporation I created, (see www.PacificTao.com), selling workshop DVDs of Taoist
Master Mantak Chia teaching Taoist Qigong bringing $330,000 revenue from 2005 to 2008.
These two sources provided the major funding for my efforts to research and develop the

technology initiatives of Rocket Stoves, the Icosohedron Earth Temple Biodome (see attached
PDF), Soil microbiology methods for agricultural production, Aircrete equipment for continuous
production of over 14,000 gallons of aircrete per day to enable building 3 family structures every
24 hours, and an online learning library of Taoist Qigong practices, which is live online now and
produces about $800/month in revenue and is expected to produce more as marketing picks up
on the website this spring (see www.UniversalTao.TV) .
Future revenue will come from sustainable products created and from funds generated as we
continue to write up, publish, and seek funding for this effort.
Rocket Stove sales are $350,000/year. We have developed an advanced rocket stove for
release Fall 2016 seeking a significant share of this market.

Question 10: Who?: Provide details regarding your current team and any plans to expand it
in the future. You may include details about organiza4onal/ins4tu4onal partners commiWed to
the success of your ini4a4ve and describe your team members’ experience and qualiﬁca4ons as
they relate to their ability to implement your proposal. Please list (if applicable) the number of
full-4me employees, part- 4me employees and volunteers that contribute to your ini4a4ve.
Limit: 200 words
I am the team leader for this 44 year project since 1972 when I studied Cybernetics with Dr.
Heinz von Foerster, creator of Cybernetics, University of Illinois, when I identified the Cybernetic
Model I wanted to devote my life to understanding was GAIA: earth, nature, and human society.
Countless teachers, helpers, friends brought me to this point where physical and human
development technologies matured to readiness to actually build an ecovillage infrastructure
and soon issue the call for residential community.
Current team members include Dr. Larry Winiarski, inventor of Rocket Stove technology used
worldwide, Hajjar Gibran, developer, continuous aircrete maker enabling three homes built/day,
Dr. Elaine Ingam's soil microbiological synergistic agricultural method to replacce the Nitrogen/
Potassium/Phosphate(NPK) paradigm which depletes soil fertility, Taoist Master Mantak Chia,
who compiled, published, and made accessible simple, straight-forward inner alchemy practices
allowing individuals to integrate and harmonize body, intellect, emotion, chi-energy spirit, and to
know their true purpose and destiny, the aim of spiritual systems; Larry Kapowitz's Solsara
training: allowing people to relate authentically; Grace Slocum, Naropa University student,
representing youth, hungry for Initiative's vision in science, technology, spirit.
A cast of part-time writers, hourly helpers, contributing technologists, with keen belief in
humanity's innate dignity.

Exit Question 1: Connection to Buckminster Fuller:
During my six year history at the Biological Computer Laboratory (BCL) at the University of
Illinois from 1970 to 1976, there were recurring discussions which included the insights, creative
ideas, and bold examples of "out of the box" thinking, and, a repeating experience for me of
seeing great respect and high regard for Buckminster Fuller.
Without question he was held as one of the "giants" of Cybernetics. The Wikipedia entry for
"Cybernetics" includes the following: "the Biological Computer Lab at the University of Illinois,
Urbana/Champaign, under the direction of Heinz von Foerster, was a major center of cybernetic
research for almost 20 years, beginning in 1958". The Wikipedia entry for "Second-order
cybernetics", which was developed at BCL, includes Buckminster Fuller's name in a small list of
Cyberneticists along with Ross Ashby, Stafford Beer, Heinz von Foerster, Warren McCulloch,
Humberto Maturana, Gordon Pask, Francisco Varela, and Norbert Wiener. Even though I never
met him I held Buckminster Fuller as one of the very few top minds of the world.
As Heinz was my mentor, I was interested in all his connections. Stewart Brand, connected
Heinz and Buckminster Fuller in this quote from a publication by Lee Worden titled "Reinventing
Civilization": ..."to make sense of the post war world, ...[Brand] ....turned to the writings of
Marshall McLuhan, Buckminster Fuller, and the cybernetic theorists Norbert Weiner and Heinz
von Foerster". Brand was inspired by Fuller's Operating Manual for Spaceship Earth and put
NASA's image of the whole earth from space on the cover of the Whole Earth Catalog in hope
that it would raise humanity's awareness that we are stewards of the planet. Interestingly, it was
from the proceeds of this publication that Brand gave a $50,000 grant to Heinz from the Point
Foundation to offer the University of Illinois EE490 course from which the Cybernetics of
Cybernetics book was published. I participated in that incredible and inspiring year long class
and contributed two articles to the book, and helped with the metabook compilation.
Without Buckminster Fuller's writing, Brand may never have been inspired to publish the NASA
image or the Whole Earth Catalog and there would perhaps not have been a grant for the
course Cybernetics of Cybernetics and then I never would have been so profoundly affected for
the course of my life. What a loss that would have been.
Seven years ago I had the idea that happy seeds would make healthy plants and then healthy
humans. I envisioned the most healthy environment for a seed. I met a person in Hawaii who
gave me his book and pointed out the benefits of the Icosohedron structure. I built the structure,
designed the shelving within to produce nearly 10,000 vegetable starts every couple of weeks. I
continue to use it to this day! Please see the submitted PDF, Earth Temple Biodome, which

describes this system.
Buckminster Fuller has conditioned my thinking in ways I will never know. For example, why do
people design houses without some type of Biodome right next to them?
Buckminster Fuller to me was more than a brilliant thinker. He cared about humanity and quality
of life, his heart was open, and I believe he knew the real meaning of love.

Exit Question 2: Feedback:
Yes, I can personally attest that this application process is absolutely rigorous and worthwhile
for me. It is so because I am compelled to write from my highest integrity. This application
process challenges me to look and see how I can give back the most in return for all that I have
been given. It has me remembering what I have been given.
There is something about being asked a comprehensive question and being given only one or
two hundred words to answer it. It forces my mind to really work. I'm having to admit that I am
not used to working this hard and feel embarrassed that I'm not at top speed....but as the hours
move on, I'm definitely accelerating into a good momentum and getting it done.
I had some concerns about submissions and I called and was happy that the program manager,
Megan, personally answered my questions, in the detail I needed.
Yes, this has been educational because I learned that Heinz and Buckminster Fuller were
related a lot deeper than I previously knew.
I feel the greatest benefit for me is that through this effort my life is coming into a clear focus
and new direction. It's a milestone on my life path and a mandate to move forward to the next
level.
I feel that that a providence made me aware of the BFI Challenge exactly when it did and I am
very grateful for this!

Supplemental Materials: Documents, Images, and a video that I submitted are included
here in this document: Note: there is a link to the submitted video which is on also on
Youtube!
I submitted: four graphics, one PDF brochure of the BioDome, and a video on Aircrete.
I have included the graphics on the following pages, graphics of the BioDome 2 page
brochure, and a link to the submitted video on YouTube.

The following AWachments were submiWed:
1. Images

PDF of Icosohedron BioDome
Page 1

Page 2

Submi@ed Video on Aircrete and my design idea for an Octagon Home:
The video I created from Hajjar's aircrete video plus my own proposed structure 3D modeled in video at
the end of the video, and submiWed is available on Youtube at this address:
hWps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5yUYDDMNuO4

And ﬁnally, the Word Document called the BFICyberPlanOverview, is inserted
here and follows:
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Content:
----------------------------------------------------------------- John Robert Zielinski -- Who Am I -- Cyberne7cs, Academics, and Taoist Alchemy
Education:

-- Master of Science Degree in Computer Science,
-- Bachelor of Science Degree in Physics and
-- Bachelor of Science Degree in Chemistry
-- all from the University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois.

Special Accomplishments and Experience
For the past twenty years, John Robert Zielinski has managed computer projects that have included soiware
design, development, and marke4ng; educa4onal courseware programming, developmental research in the use of
expert systems, and mul4media 4tle development. Programming experience includes informa4on structures,
indexing systems, mul4-user opera4ng systems, compilers, graphics, 3-D anima4on and mul4media authoring
systems. Other interests include Cogni4ve Learning Theory, Neural Nets, and Expert Systems.
John Robert Zielinski’s primary focus, the use of computers as teaching tools, includes 14 years of experience as a
developmental author on the CDC PLATO system. He studied Cognitive Learning Theory with Dr. Gordon Pask;
and Cybernetics with the renowned Dr. Heinz von Foerster, who said of him: “John’s controlled intensity, his
demonstrated competence regarding both components in the man-machine system underlying the constructive
applications of computers to education, and his inventiveness and enthusiasm, will bear many fruits.”
Twelve Years Developing Courseware on the Plato Educa7onal System.
The Plato system is the largest CAI (Computer Aided Instruc4on) system ever developed. S4ll in use today, Plato VI
has over 6,000 hours of instruc4onal courseware in virtually every subject maWer in the school system from grade
one through graduate school. John started programming on Plato from its incep4on as Plato I to Plato V and was
part of the team which produced over 60 courses in elementary reading and elementary mathema4cs.
Tree of Academic Knowledge Program:
As a consultant for Control Data Corpora4on, suppliers of the Plato hardware, John wrote a program to traverse a
vast “Academic Knowledge” database. This data structure contained 50,000 textual statements on a hierarchical
tree-structured outline of all areas of today’s academic courses from elementary to graduate school. The program
then transformed text strings which described an academic area to text strings which asked ques4ons for tes4ng
within a selected academic area, presen4ng ques4ons randomly and tabula4ng results.
Published Worldwide by Apple Computer
John designed and wrote “Datatree - An Informa4on Management System”, which was published worldwide by
Apple Computer from 1980 to 1982 in Apple’s Special Delivery Soiware Catalog. This easy to use ﬁle manager was
among the ﬁrst microcomputer programs to use tree structured menus, eﬃcient B-Tree indexing, on-line user help,
and tutorials. Ron Williams, Manager of Apple’s Soiware Evalua4on Dept., said: “The program is very well
designed and the documenta4on is among the best we have seen at Apple from outside vendors - so much so that
several people inside Apple are currently using the program for their own work.” John also founded and managed
the company Arizona Computer Systems, Inc. which produced Datatree.
Eschol-Wachmann Movement Nota7on System
John developed courseware, which teaches the popular ESCHOL-WACHMANN movement nota4on system for
choreographers. This program features a sixteen segment human s4ck ﬁgure which dances in three-dimensions
and is driven by the nota4on system that the students wrote. Users can also move the ﬁgure manually and the
program displays the proper nota4on. This program was established in the graduate school of the Physical
Educa4on Department course PE486 of the University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois.
Business Compu7ng
John has set up businesses on accoun4ng systems, including general ledger payables, receivables, inventory and
payroll, He has also programmed student scheduling and record keeping systems and a pa4ent informa4on
database on a Novell network for the Paramus County Hospital in New Jersey. John nego4ated the contracts,
purchased and installed the hardware, wrote the soiware, and trained the users in all aspects of the system. As a
publishing consultant he was instrumental in serng up a successful publishing company which has produced eight
books widely distributed in the U.S.

Addi7onal suppor7ve documents/Videos
- The Aprovecho Ins7tu7onal Rocket Stove Video: (8 minutes)
h@ps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dx0z5OBq3Hg

-- This is an educa4onal video I produced to communicate the tremendous beneﬁts of the Ins4tu4onal Rocket
Stove and to help Instove, the organiza4on producing them. (Instove.org)

-------------------------------------------------Presenta7on on the Department of Peace in Cyberspace, ASC Conference, 2008
h@ps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1rBw9OLfp7k

I was invited to give a presenta4on at the yearly interna4onal gathering of the American Cyberne4cs Society in
2008 at the University of Illinois, Department of Electrical Engineering, where BCL existed many years previously.
This talk is essen4ally the core of this BFI Challenge proposal, given nearly eight years ago. Approximately 45
minutes.
h@ps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1rBw9OLfp7k

-------------------------------------------------- Rocket Stove Heater - Kickstarter Campaign to Produce a Book on the Essen7al Principles of
Rocket Stove Mass Heaters by Dr. Larry Winiarski
h@ps://www.kickstarter.com/projects/1385302296/ecoheat-essen7al-principles-of-rocket-stove-mass?ref=nav_search

This campaign happened over the December holidays in 2015 and was unsuccessful. I plan to release it again on
Indiegogo this Spring season of 2016.
If one searches YouTube.com for the keywords: Rocket Stove Mass heater, and sorts the results by number of
views, it will be found that the ﬁrst twenty videos have a number of views ranging from 300,000 to 1.5 million. This
indicates that hundreds of thousands of people have a serious interest in rocket stove mass heaters.
However, the main sources from which people have been learning about rocket stove mass heaters had
informa4on which was incorrect and important topics were incompletely published. One cri4cal dimension was
grossly incorrect and stoves built to this speciﬁca4on ended up using signiﬁcantly more wood, emirng signiﬁcantly
more pollutants, and giving signiﬁcantly much less heat, so much so that people would rip out the stoves and
replace them with tradi4onal cast iron wood burning stoves. And built incorrectly, carbon monoxide could sicken
or kill the people inside the home which was being heated.
The purpose of the campaign was to create a book by Dr. Larry Winiarski to correct the problems caused by this
situa4on and to give the correct informa4on, and to teach people the ten principles of combus4on and how to
design and build rocket stove mass heaters properly.

This work is s4ll in process and the book is par4ally complete.

- John's History with Rocket Stoves

John Robert Zielinski -- My History with Rocket Stoves
- My path into the stove world began when I learned about and began to research a miracle material called
"Chemically Bonded Phosphate Ceramics" which was developed at Argonne Na4onal Laboratory to be used to
sequester nuclear waste.
-Seeing that the material had refractory proper4es, I procured a bucket of it, and made a small stove with two
combus4on chambers. (see below)
-I reinforced the walls with 1/2 inch hardware cloth and made the boWom of the combus4on chambers out of
stainless steel 1/8 inch screen.
-I put pellets in both combus4on chambers and got an incredible ﬂame coming out of this liWle stove. I learned
later the huge ﬂame was produced because the fuel in the upper chamber was being gasiﬁed, the vola4le gases
were burning. See the pictures below.

Joining the stove movement.
-I learned about the Aprovecho Research Center and aWended a summer stove camp and met and became friends
with the inventor of the rocket stove, a stove that was built based on a set of principles of combus4on.
-This was nearly seven years ago. The inventor, Dr. Larry Winiarski, and I have maintained a strong friendship and
we have spent many years discussing combus4on principles and stove design. I now design and build many
diﬀerent types of stoves with Larry's guidance, feedback and helpful watching over me.

But I will never forget the ﬁrst thing Larry said to me....that "...mankind s4ll does not know how to use ﬁre
correctly, they have the wrong stoichiometry, ...the ra4o of air to fuel is incorrect".
- Dr. Larry Winiarski authored the Ten Principles of Combus4on to make people aware of the proper and eﬃcient
use of ﬁre and ushered in a new type of stove that became called the "rocket stove", partly because of principles of
ﬂuid dynamics and rocket science it follows and partly because of how it sounds when it is burning.
- It is well know and laboratory proven in the rocket stove world that the larger rocket stoves (above 6 inches in
diameter chimney) use up to 90% less wood for the same heat and emit up to 90% less pollutants.
-Rocket stoves for cooking have successfully proliferated all over the world and sales and distribu4on con4nue to
grow. The work I am doing with Larry's support is to mass produce the next evolu4ons of rocket stoves with unique
new refractory materials for many advanced applica4ons and addressing major target markets.
- The role of the rocket stoves in aircrete homes is centrally important to the viability of the Cyberne4c Plan for the
4mely crea4on of many ecovillages throughout the world. We are now in the part of the cycle where the aircrete
and rocket stove prototype technologies are proven and viable. We are now moving into the reﬁnement of the
design and building the next models.

The Present Day
- Now, coming to the present day. There are three stoves I want to present here: a small J-rocket stove, a rocket stove heater,
and a microprocessor controlled rocket stove.
- The small J-rocket stove is a signiﬁcant advancement of the current small rocket stove for cooking which now sells about 1/3 of
a million dollars every year.
- The rocket stove heater represents the next evolu4on of rocket stoves from cooking into hea4ng. The market for hea4ng small
(4ny) homes, small houses, and even larger buildings is enormous. I plan to address this market with Larry's support.
- The microprocessor controlled rocket stove does not currently exist in the world. Microprocessors successfully monitor and
control highly engineered hea4ng applica4ons in industry. The ﬁrst microprocessor wood burning stoves are just beginning to
appear on the market now but are very expensive and are very limited in the applica4on of the microprocessor. Our ﬁrst
aWempts at microprocessor control have been successful and I have generated over 300 lines of code to interface with the
rocket stove. The main hardware diﬃcul4es of microprocessor control setup have been overcome. Our next developments will
greatly expand the func4onality of microprocessor controlled rocket stoves and people are amazed when they learn what can
be accomplished with this technology. We have used the Arduino microprocessor but will move to next level Rasberry Pi for
easier programming, more func4onality, and more processing power.
-All rocket stoves need to be made out of a material which has high insula4on proper4es, otherwise it will not burn properly
because much of the heat will go into warming up the stove and not be useful.
-Finding/crea4ng the insula4ve material has become a quest itself which has lasted several years. I now have enough research
to know there are several alterna4ve materials which could be used. These materials lend themselves to make the possibility of
mass produc4on of rocket stoves a strong possibility. S4ll, research has to be conducted in this area.

Rocket Stove #1
The small J-rocket stove is:
-Very light weight and made from very insula4ve material.
-Has a tall chimney
-Has a downfeed
-Can be easily designed as a J-rocket stove for cooking and entered into the commercial market for sales.

----------------------------------------------

Rocket Stove #1
Rocket Stove Heater

- This rocket stove is revolu4onary.
-It turns small pieces of wood almost into pure heat....there is no visible smoke and only a small amount of ﬂame.
-All the internal dimensions are calculated mathema4cally and with quite a number of procedures and
understandings that come from long experience. Larry has spelled these calcula4ons out, they are very important.
Otherwise, the stove will smoke and pollute, use a lot more wood, not get nearly as hot, and generally become
ineﬃcient and more trouble than it is worth.
-The next picture is of the upside down stainless steel soup pot at night when the stove is burning.

-The above picture is a liWle diﬃcult to make sense of at ﬁrst.
-Look carefully and you can see that there is an upside down glass pyrex dish on top of the stainless pot.
-There was a thermometer held down by a stone. The stone exploded four 4me during the burn and now you see
a shaWered oven thermometer and pieces of rock under the upside down pyrex dish.
-No4ce that the top of the pot is yellow hot. This color indicates a temperature of 1950 F degrees.
-No4ce that the red hot goes almost to the boWom edge of the pot. This maximizes the heat transfer and ability of
this heater to heat up a 4ny or small house.
-Calculated out, there are approximately 400 square inches of red hot metal surface radia4ng heat. It is very hot to
stand next to this stove and it can be seen how this stove would heat up a 4ny home!
-Incredible heat was radia4ng from this yellow and red hot surface which was produced from small pieces of wood,
basically twigs, that were gathered sustainably from trees without having to cut them down.

-The promise of this stove prototype is that mankind will never have to cut down trees again to cook food or heat
our houses, but just use the wood that the trees naturally drop oﬀ. Aircrete homes, being so insulated by the
aircrete itself, would need very liWle wood to heat them.
- This is incredibly exci4ng and there are many improvements to make on the next prototype rocket stove heater.
But now we know it works really well and it will only get beWer from here.

Microprocessor Controlled Rocket Stove
- This tes4ng took place on my back porch in August, 2015.

Please note the following:
- Tank of Propane, follow the hose from the tank to the boWom of the ver4cal chimney and iden4fy the propane
burner mounted at the boWom of the chimney.
- Looking carefully, you can see that there is a damper in the chimney. When the damper is closed the heat is
directed into the bypass that goes to the lei and up to heat the pot of water with the glass cover.
- When the damper is open, the heat goes straight up the chimney and the pot cools down.
- Look carefully and you may see a thermocouple that is inserted into the pot.
- No4ce the box with the wires above the propane tank on the table to the right of the stove. This is the
microprocessor controller called the Arduino.
- No4ce the wires going to the laptop, which displays data from the thermocouple.
- The picture below is a closeup of the microprocessor assembly.

- This assembly is connected to the thermocouple, a step motor, which is connected to the damper and controls
the damper depending on the reading of the thermocouple.
- No4ce the dial on the microprocessor box, this is used to manually control the damper, to set it ini4ally closed or
open.
- In the picture below, you see the step motor shai connected to the shai of the damper. The shais were
diﬀerent sizes so you see a crea4ve solu4on joining them together. The aluminum foil was for keeping the heat
away from the computer parts.

- The microprocessor controls the step motor based on the temperature it reads from the thermocouple. This
enables the stove to maintain constant and programmable temperatures for cooking, dehydra4ng, baking.
-By programming the microprocessor to keep the pot at 172 degrees F we can produce dis4lla4on of alcohol for
fuel, and also produce frac4onal dis4lla4on for isola4ng speciﬁc organic compounds. All this can be done oﬀ grid
when the rocket stove replaces the propane burner. This can provide laboratory condi4ons in an oﬀ grid scenario
for very low cost. The microprocessor can be run oﬀ of a rechargeable solar deep cell baWery. The same with the
step motor.
-There are many other applica4on of this microprocessor hardware connected to the rocket stove.
- For instance, by purng another thermocouple at the top of the chimney to get the hoWest temperature reading,
and by controlling a variable speed fan which supplies all the air to the combus4on chamber, we can have complete
control of the combus4on rate and maximize the temperature of combus4on by controlling the air. Too much air

and the temperature goes down, and too liWle air and the temperature goes down. The right amount of air will
maximize the temperature and use the least amount of wood and produce the least amount of pollu4on.
-This liWle system can rival the sophis4cated and expensive and highly engineered combus4on devices in many
types of industrial serngs. All of the microprocessor components you see here: the Arduino, the box that it's
mounted in, the thermocouple, the step motor, the wires and connectors, sell for around $50 to $70 in units of
one. This can be signiﬁcantly reduced by buying components from China when buying for larger produc4on.
- The test of this prototype system was successful. When the temperature reached the target temperature of 172
degrees F, the step motor ac4vated and opened the damper so that the pot would cool down. The soiware was
not programmed to go further into maintaining a constant temperature. This will be done in the next run. The big
success was in gerng all the hardware to interface and to drive the step motor based the thermocouple reading.
The soiware part is rela4vely simple.

Addi7onal Photographs

Ka7e, who hand built three stoves, Summer 2015.

First microprocessor equipment....hmmmm

- The thermocouple in the pot!
- Damper control
- The Thermometer under the pyrex before the explosion of the rock. No7ce the
temperature. Later, when the pot was glowing yellow and red, the needle went all the way
around beyond the highest reading just before the rock exploded!
- Thermometer without the pyrex dish.

- The ﬁre in the combus7on chamber of the rocket stove heater, ....no7ce that the ﬂames go
horizontally!
------------------------------------------------------------

Ka7e being proud of her crea7on!
Site visit by the interns at the Dharmalaya center.....they all voted that their visit here was the
best site tour they they took all summer....!
---------------------

- Bharat (Bill Klaverkamp), close personal friend, supporter and helper on this project for over
two years.
- The author.
- Con7nuing the site tour, no7ce the lush edible vegeta7on grown with copious amounts of
microbiological compost tea.

- Aircrete - The Building Material of the Future
- All the informa4on for aircrete is in the ques4ons sec4on of the applica4on and in the submiWed video.

- Icosohedron Earth Temple Biodome -- Microbiological Agriculture
- Rigorous observa4on indicates larger root structure, healthier plants, and reduc4on or elimina4on of the need
for fer4lizers. This system addresses microbes rather than soil and returns to a more natural, less expensive, less
toxic, and more eﬀec4ve system of agriculture. Because of 4me constraints, not much informa4on on Dr. Elaine
Ingham's Soil Food Web is included here but there is a great deal on the Web. My ongoing experiments have
demonstrated that this system is incredibly produc4ve. It's startling to see how plants literally "wake up" shortly
aier being watered with microbial compost tea.

-Taoist Alchemy - A Taoist System of Cul7va7on of Chi and Reﬁnement of Spirit

Taoist Alchemy
Taoist Alchemy: is a previously secret system of prac4ces and medita4ons which allows an individual to cul4vate Qi
(Life Force Energy), thereby resul4ng in increased vitality and health, and in the higher stages, it is said to allow the
individual to become aware of their des4ny and purpose and know their true self. Taoist Alchemy is considered
one of the great precious treasures of Chinese Culture. Tradi4onal Chinese Medicine (including Acupuncture),
Chinese Mar4al Arts, and Chinese spiritual prac4ces, are based on Taoist Alchemy. In the West, Taoist Alchemy has
been referred to as "the greatest body of untapped wisdom on mind, body and spirit healing."

Taoist Master Mantak Chia
Mantak Chia is a Taoist Master who received the lineage teachings of Taoist Internal Alchemy from a Grandmaster
in the system. Master Mantak Chia is the ﬁrst person in history to receive not only the blessings but the mandate
to end the tradi4onal secrecy shrouding Taoist Alchemy (Taoist Internal Alchemy was considered a top military
secret) and to teach this system to the general public with the inten4on and the hope that the teachings would
spread throughout the world so that all of humanity would receive the beneﬁts of this system.
In his early life Mantak Chia traveled the world to gather all the major aspects and branches of the "Taoist Internal
Alchemy System". He then integrated, simpliﬁed and clariﬁed the system and to date has wriWen over 50 books on
aspects of Taoist Alchemy. Over the last 30 years Mantak Chia has spent four months of each year travelling
Interna4onally and teaching this system in 5 day workshops to groups of 100 or so students in major ci4es. He has
built a center for his teachings, which includes a four star resort, named Tao Garden Spa and Healing Center, in
Chiang Mai, Thailand.
Several years ago he was honored with the 4tle of Grandmaster, and was named the Qigong Master of the Year by
the most established Qigong organiza4on in the West. He has been ranked in the group of the 20 most spiritually
inﬂuen4al living people in the world today along with the Dalai Lama, Deepok Chopra, and Eckhart Tolle.

John Robert Zielinski
John has been a student of Mantak Chia for over 30 years, having begun studies with him shortly aier he arrived in
America around 1979. Since the beginning, John has encouraged Mantak Chia to document and record all the
teachings and wri4ngs for publishing books and videos and for future online learning systems. In 2005 John
entered into a contractual agreement with Mantak Chia for exclusive license to publish a set of DVDs of the
workshops. This publishing agreement con4nues to this day. In September, 2012, John began a project to create
an Online Learning Center to deliver all the DVD video of the workshops plus another broad set of DVD
Interna4onal workshops which are taught in English and concurrently translated into German, French, Russian,
Spanish, Romanian, and Japanese.
John is a Cer4ﬁed Senior Instructor of the Universal Tao System of Mantak Chia and has been teaching the system
publicly and working with students privately for over 30 years.

John has a Master of Computer Science Degree from top ranked University of Illinois, in Urbana, Illinois where he
specialized in Cyberne4cs and automated learning systems. At the University John was mentored by Professor
Heinz von Foerster, a founder of the Science of Cyberne4cs, a systems science at the core of much of today's
technology. John's goal has been to develop a sophis4cated and intelligent teaching and learning system to
actualize the goal of Mantak Chia's Grandmaster who wished "to bring the wisdom (how to open your internal
energy channels) of this ancient Taoist Alchemy system into the daily life of people throughout the world (u4lizing
digital technology). John's role is that of a visionary designer capable of crea4ng this online learning system to
fulﬁll this goal. John has built a team of experts in video, programming, server administra4on, designers, graphic
ar4sts, writers, interface specialists, and marke4ng experts, to create this website Universaltao.tv.
Anyone can sign up for a Free Five Day Trial (No Credit Card Required) to access all the videos.

--------------------------------------The mission of UniversalTao.TV is to preserve and present to the world, in seven major languages, the 5,000 year
old tradi4on of Taoist Internal Alchemy Qigong as taught by Grandmaster Mantak Chia. Taoist Internal Alchemy
Qigong is recognized as one of the greatest cultural treasures of China. This 4me tested prac4ce is a precise
system for self-mastery, to develop your human poten4al, produce harmony, and integrate body, mind and spirit.
This UniversalTao.TV website is an Online Library containing hundreds of hours of workshop video of Master Chia’s
teaching over 25 years. New videos are added regularly. These teachings span all levels of Master Chia’s teaching.
The website is now func4onal and John has all of the soiware infrastructure and plans on building similar websites
with diﬀerent content, star4ng with Permaculture topics.

End of Proposal

Notes: This version, Version 1.0.2, contains correc4ons for typos and minor correc4ons found aier submission. Added
(C) 2016 John Robert Zielinski on 5/22/2016.

